iKala “GCP.expert” Certified As Google Cloud
Trainers and Infrastructure Specialization Partner
iKala Press Release - October, 2018 Taipei
A Google Cloud Premier Partner and Technology Partner, iKala
“GCP.expert” has been providing AI and cloud solutions to more than
200 corporate customers in APAC. Today iKala announced it has
been authorized as the only partner with Google Cloud trainers in
Greater China region, as well as certified Infrastructure
Specialization partner. iKala “GCP.expert” will provide an even
complete offering of “AI + training + infrastructure” services to customers.

Demonstration of Cloud-based AI Solutions at Google Cloud Summit
HK 2018

On October 9-10th, “GCP.expert” had attended Google Cloud Summit Hong Kong 2018 as the

first step of paving its way to the great APAC market. During the cloud summit, “GCP.expert”
had showcased an eye-catching AI chatbot solution and an AutoML vision demo that
achives amazing accuracy of classifying doggy pictures. “GCP.expert” will continue to
provide a cornucopia of AI solutions at scale to its customers.

The Only Partner with Authorized Trainers in the Greater China Region
Authorized as the only partner with Google Cloud trainers in the Greater China region,
“GCP.expert” has held over 85 English and mandarin training sessions focused on cloud
infrastructure building and data analytics, and has accumulated more than 2,000
participants in pan Asia including Beijing. “GCP.expert” will continue to host a series of GCP
training programs and workshops in Q4 2018 with global partners like Trainocate, a
well-known Google-authorized training institution in pan Asia. More information can be
found on “GCP.expert” website - https://gcp.expert/en/

Seamless technical support and services
iKala’s business partners include prominent startups such as Rayark Inc., KKBOX, and VPON.
And they are running large-scale systems on Google Cloud with the help of iKala
“GCP.expert”. “”GCP.expert” helps us deploy thousands of virtual machines in one single
region within minutes, and saves us 50% operational costs compared to other cloud
vendors. Moreover, “GCP.expert” provides in-time consulting services and training programs
which benefit us a lot,” said Hung-Yi Chen, Head of System Infrastructure, KKBOX. As iKala is
expanding its services overseas, “GCP.expert” will continue to cooperate with Google to
serve customers from different industries in Hong Kong, Macau and greater China markets.
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【About iKala GCP.expert】
】
iKala “GCP.expert” is the only Taiwan-based Google Cloud Premier Partner with Technology Partner
recognition. With over 4 years of first-hand professional and solid experiences, we have enabled over
200 businesses across APAC in 12+ industries including gaming, media, Ad tech, e-commerce and
finance to implement GCP. Having over 40 professional architects with 20+ cloud certifications, we
provide in-depth GCP-centric solutions such as technical consulting, billing support, service migration,
and enterprise training solutions.
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Website：https://gcp.expert/
Technical Blog：https://blog.gcp.expert/
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